The variant of Cauchy's integral theorem and the proof of Morera's theorem have been checked. The existing proofs need the condition of analyticity of a given function, and while, the proposed method in this article is employed without the condition of independence of path.
Introduction
Cauchy's integral theorem states that if f (z) is analytic in a simply connected domain D, then c f (z)dz = 0 for every simple closed path C in D [8] . It is wellknown fact that Morera's theorem is the converse of Cauchy's integral theorem, and the proof of it is using the existence of indefinite integral and Cauchy's integral theorem. However, an indefinite integral of a complex function f (z) only exists in case f (z) is analytic. In other word, this proof is employed independence of path, and this is based on the condition of analyticity of f (z). This is a weak point of the existing proofs of Morera's theorem up to present time. For that reason, we would like to propose the alternative proof of Morera's theorem without the condition of independence of path, and additionally, to check the variant of Cauchy's integral theorem.
With relation to this topic, several researches have been pursued [3-4, 6, 10] . Dold has used Cauchy's integral theorem in order to solve Laplace's equation for successive time derivatives of the surface motion [5] , Volchkov studied the property of being holomorphic(analytic) for a continuous function whose integrals over the boundaries of the triangles from a specified set are zero [9] , and Howard checked the analyticity of almost everywhere differentiable functions [7] . In particular, a short proof of Cauchy's theorem for circuits homologous to 0 is presented by Dixon [4] .
To begin with, let us start by some lemmas.
2 The variant of Cauchy's integral theorem, and Morera's theorem
We would like to check the variant of Cauchy's integral theorem and its converse. Of course, the converse is the famous Morera's theorem. M L-inequality is the tool for estimating the absolute value of complex line integrals, which is |
where, L is the length of C and M a constant such that |f (z)| ≤ M everywhere on C. Let us use the inequality in the following theorem.
Proof. Since f (z) is analytic, the indefinite integral of it exists. Hence, we can put it as F (z) =
Let us keep z fixed. Then
Since f (z) is continuous, for any > 0, we can find a δ > 0 such that |f (z 1 ) − f (z)| < when |z 1 − z| < δ. Letting |h| < δ, equation (1) If F is real-valued, then F can be interpreted by non-negative measurable function, and so, we have F = 0 a.e.. Thus, we have c f (z)dz = 0 a.e.. Proof. From the equation (1) and continuity of f (z), we obtain F (z) = f (z) as h → 0. The analyticity of F (z) in D follows from any z ∈ D. Since an analytic function has derivatives of all orders which are also analytic, we can conclude that the derivative f (z) is also analytic in D.
Morera's theorem can be restated that if f is continuous on any circle C and c f (z)dz = 0, then f is analytic in a simply connected domain D containing C [10] . Proof. It is an immediate consequence of lemma 2.1 and theorem 2.4. Lemma 2.6 (The monotone convergence theorem) Let (X, A, µ) be a measure space, and let f and f 1 , f 2 , · · · be [0, ∞]-valued A-measurable functions on X. Suppose that the relations
holds at almost every x in X. Then
Consequently, the monotone convergence theorem states that
Theorem 2.7 Let C be a piecewise smooth path, represented by z = z(t), where a ≤ t ≤ b. If f (z) is continuous on C, then f (z) is integrable. Moreover, if f is bounded real or nonnegative on (a, b], then f is Lebesgue integrable.
Since the complex function f (z) is continuous, for every positive real , there exists a positive real δ such that for all z = z 0 in the disk |z − z 0 | < δ we have |f (z) − f (z 0 )| < . Hence, we can say that the integral (2) is 0, and so, we have
Organizing this integral, we have
Since the right-hand side is constant, c f (z)dz < ∞. It is clear that if f (z) is bounded real, then f (z) is Lebesgue integrable. If so, let us check the latter case. Let 0 < c n < b − a be a sequence such that lim n→∞ c n = 0. Since the functions f n = f χ [ a + c n , b] is bounded real, they are integrable on (a, b] and f n dz.
In fact, Morera's theorem does not require the condition of simple connectedness [10] . Roughly specking, a given function is continuous and its integral is zero on a simple closed path if and only if the function is analytic. The details are appeared in [10] .
